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a b s t r a c t 

Traffic analysis is dependent on reliable and accurate datasets that quantify the vehicle composition, speed and 

traffic density over a long period of time. The utilisation of big data is required if equitable and efficient trans- 

portation networks are to be realised for smart, interconnected cities of the future. The rapid and widespread 

adoption of digital twins, IoT (Internet of Things), artificial intelligence and mini edge computing technologies 

serve as the catalyst to rapidly develop and deploy smart systems for real-time data acquisition of traffic in and 

around urban and metropolitan areas. This paper presents a proof of concept of a mini edge computing platform 

for real-time edge processing, which serves as a digital twin of a multi-lane freeway located in Pretoria, South 

Africa. Video data acquired from an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is processed using a neural network ar- 

chitecture designed for real-time object detection tracking of vehicles. The implementation successfully counted 

vehicles (cars and trucks) together with an estimation of the speed of each detected vehicle. These results com- 

pare favourably to the ground truth data with vehicle counting accuracies of 5% realised. Detection of sparse 

motorcycles and pedestrians were less than optimal. This proof of concept can be easily scaled and deployed 

over a wide geographic area. Integration of these cyber-physical assets can be incorporated into existing video 

monitoring systems or fused with optical sensors as a single data acquisition system. 
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. Introduction 

The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) will see the integration of the

hysical world with digital and intelligent (biological) engineering. Tao

t al. [1] defines a digital twin as “an integrated multi-physics, multi-

cale, and probabilistic simulation of a complex product and uses the

est available physical models, sensor updates, etc., to mirror the life

f its corresponding twin ”. The convergence of physical infrastructure

nd virtual spaces is a combination of both elements tied through in-

erconnected data of the physical asset. For engineering practitioners,

yber-physical data better serves the lifecycle management of infrastruc-

ure and assets. Internet of Things (IoT), described as a computer that

an make sense of information without the aid of human intervention

2] , remains the primary catalyst in driving connectivity of physical as-

ets. Even though processing capabilities have increased exponentially

n recent years, network bandwidth cannot keep pace with the ever-

ncreasing demands induced by the number of devices generating data

3] . The number of IoT devices in the world are expected to reach 50

illion by the end of 2020 [4] . With data increasingly produced at the

dge of a connected network, it stands to reason that the processing of
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aid data should be executed at the edge sensor platform itself, intel-

igently reacting to the surrounding environment. AI stands to directly

enefit the 20 sustainable development goals (SDGs) [5] as set out by the

030 Agenda for Sustainable Development [6] for up to 71% of studies

onducted – in particular, affordable and clean energy alongside sustain-

ble cities and communities stand to benefit the most from the advances

nd deployment of these in intelligent technologies. This is directly tied

ith the provision of functional and well-maintained infrastructure to

upport growing economies and communities. Improved infrastructure

anagement will form a direct by-product of hyper-connected, real-time

avement structures, materials, environment and traffic [7] . Despite the

enefits posed by various studies, many AI models remain confined to

ontrolled settings in laboratory environments using limited datasets.

xtrapolation of this data is of limited practical value. 

Civiltronics is the fusion of traditional civil engineering knowledge

pheres with facets from electronic engineering, computer science, in-

ormation technology and materials science [8] . The combination of

tate-of-the-art technological advancements such as miniaturized sensor

latforms, artificial intelligence (AI) edge computing, Unmanned Aerial

ehicles (UAVs) featuring payload capabilities and additive manufac-
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Fig. 1. The performance of YOLO4 compared to other state-of-the-art object detectors (from [26] ). 
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f  
uring techniques of inorganics and engineering material are opening

ew avenues for transdisciplinary research. The nexus of digital twins,

oT, Civiltronics and mini edge devices adds a new dimension to the ca-

abilities available in the pursuit of addressing challenging engineering

uestions amid a new industrial revolution, supported by seamless in-

egration of cyber-physical systems. These opportunities drive auxiliary

ransportation research projects that consider the impact of autonomous

ehicles on existing methods of testing [9 , 10] and the digitization of

ailway infrastructure [11] and operations [12 , 13] for the realization

f interconnected smart cities [14] and smart transportation [15] . The

elevance thereof is clear in the context of South Africa’s unequal spatial

nd urban development, where improved transportation infrastructure

romotes and secures upward social mobility [16] . 

This paper presents a proof-of-concept to determine the efficacy and

ccuracy attained by a real-time, open-source, low-cost vehicle identi-

cation and classification artificial intelligence platform. This forms a

rimary component in the establishment of an integrated, wireless, dig-

tal twin of a pavement structure [17 , 18] , where the performance of

he asset itself is instrumented with temperature sensors [19] alongside

nvironmental parameters affecting the structural performance (using

oRaWAN technology [20] ). Accurate vehicle detection and classifica-

ion performance is demonstrated which could be expanded for rural

nvironments, which contribute the majority of South Africa’s road net-

ork [21] . 

. Materials and methods 

Considering these emerging trends, a quantitative proof of concept

s presented with the successful implementation of a real-time traffic

nalysis platform using mini edge computing technology [22] . Traffic

nalysis quantifies a road’s performance regarding specified traffic vol-

mes [23] . A multitude of neural network architectures have been devel-

ped during the last few years, including Faster R-CNN [24] , YOLO9000
2 
25] and YOLOv4 [26] . Fig. 1 highlights the continued improvements

ealized with optimized object detection neural network architectures

hat provide increased average precision (AP) for predictions whilst re-

aining the same level of performance for real-time applications. 

Accurate estimations of traffic volumes over the life of pavement

nfrastructure are paramount to correctly design and construct a road-

ay without significant deterioration. Even though design criteria are

pecified for different types of road capacities in South Africa [27 –29] ,

ccurately monitoring the true distribution of vehicle traffic associated

ith these assets is not typically mandated nor considered. Approxi-

ated results using neural networks with known performance and in-

erence accuracy is deemed a significant improvement over the sparse or

on-existent availability of traffic data currently available. A “deemed

o satisfy ” approach provide the ability to rapidly develop and deploy

dge computing solutions at scale, in contrast to the lengthy lifecycles

ypically associated with other comparable engineered solutions. 

OpenDataCam [30] is an open-source software utility used for pro-

essing visual information from urban environments into valuable in-

ormation, thereby creating a digital twin. OpenDataCam is designed

pecifically for Linux-based, Nvidia GPU (Graphics Processing Unit)

UDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) enabled hardware for

eal-time inference applications. Mini edge devices are designed to pro-

ess the data at the edge prior to uploading the processed information

nd relevant statistics to an integrated backend service. This approach

ndirectly addresses privacy and security concerns associated with the

rotection of personal privacy, by avoiding the storage of any media

ootage on the device or secondary service. Only the vehicle statistics

hat is composed of abstract, unidentifiable metadata is stored and trans-

itted. OpenDataCam is designed for compatibility to run efficiently on

ini edge devices such as the low-cost Nvidia Jetson Nano [31] and

he Nvidia TX2 [32] development kits. The Nvidia TX2 ( Fig. 2 ) provides

.33 TFLOPS (trillion floating point operations per second) in a small

orm factor. This unprecedented power efficiency enables real-time in-
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Fig. 2. Nvidia TX 2 development kit with (left) and without (right) the cover. 
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erence at the edge of the application, featuring a discrete GPU alongside

 multi-core processor and ample memory for accelerated performance.

. Experimental work 

A Mavic Air UAV was used to capture high-resolution video of the

4 freeway ( Fig. 3 ), adjacent to the Engineering 4.0 campus, located on

he Hillcrest campus of the University of Pretoria in South Africa. This

ection of freeway serves as the primary arterial linking the Hatfield

etropolitan area to the national freeway system. Referring to Fig. 3 ,

atfield is located toward the left-hand side (driving West) with the

1/N4 flying saucer interchange located nearby toward the right-hand

ide (driving East). The video spans a total of 18 min and 45 s in length

nd was captured using a resolution of 2160 p (4 K) at a framerate

f 29.97 fps (frames per second). The freeway was comparatively quiet

ith the video footage acquired 11:30 local time on a weekday. The UAV

emained stationary throughout the data acquisition process with small

aw rotations throughout the video resulting from drift during the flight.

he UAV was piloted by a certified operator, conforming to regulations

s required by the South African Civil Aviation Authority (SACAA). Only

he traffic driving toward Hatfield ( Fig. 3 , right-to-left) is considered

ue to the unobstructed geometry, lack of an off ramp which reduces

he average speed and lack of sporadic object detection caused by the

ree cover. The 4 K (8.3 MP) video was cropped using Blender [33] ,

n open-source animation and graphics suite, reducing the resolution

o 1220 × 560 px (0.68 MP). This decision followed from preliminary,

ualitative analysis of the video considering the performance of different
3 
esolutions and aspect ratios. The cropped video file is available from

he linked data repository [41] . 

. Calculations 

.1. Ground truth 

After reviewing the footage, a classification scheme was imple-

ented using only four class labels, namely car, truck, motorbike and

erson to generate the ground truth in the form of a CSV file. This clas-

ification follows from the implementation of the MS COCO (Microsoft

ommon Objects in Context) [34] dataset that serves as the primary

raining dataset for the neural network implementation. There is no

uantitative class distinction or definition for vehicles given the variety

f sizes, color, axle and canopy configurations observed for the sam-

le population. The resulting interpretation is highly subjective. Fig.4

llustrates a variety of vehicles that was considered to belong to the car

lass. Similarly, Fig. 5 illustrates a collection of the truck class. Minibus

axis, which serve as the primary mode of transportation for the majority

f the population, does not have a distinct classification scheme. These

ere collectively labeled as a truck. Edge cases that could potentially be

islabeled or missed entirely for classification, such as the trailer fer-

ying vehicles to a car dealership, were rarely encountered and did not

ffect the inference accuracy significantly. A total of 592 vehicles were

ounted for the ground truth, of which 455 were cars and 137 trucks, in

ddition to 4 motorcycles and 1 pedestrian walking along the shoulder

f the freeway. 

.2. OpenDataCam implementation 

OpenDataCam features a flexible front- and back-end configuration

nd interface. The detailed installation procedure was followed as pro-

ided on the GitHub page [30] . The video file path used for inference

s specified alongside the inference parameters and thresholds in the

SON (JavaScript Object Notation) configuration file. The preconfig-

red tracker settings were modified slightly to more closely resemble

he ground truth dataset. The intersection over union (IoU) was low-

red to 18%, improving the performance of adjacent, occluded vehicles

oving in parallel. A relatively low confidence threshold of 43% for ob-

ect registration compensates for the relatively poor video quality and

he presence of slight motion blur. Trajectories are calculated on the pre-

ious 4 frames with an unmatched frame tolerance of 5 frames ensuring

onsistent tracking results of unique vehicles. A minimum angle of 15°

elative to the counting lines provided ample tolerance for perspective
Fig. 3. Photograph of the N4 highway located 

adjacent to the engineering 4.0 campus. 
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Fig. 4. A collection of vehicles that were labelled as a single 

“car ” for the ground truth. 

Fig. 5. A collection of vehicles that were labelled as a single 

“truck ” for the ground truth. 
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istortions caused by the drone rotation and relative angles between the

amera and the vehicles. The distance between the markers was deter-

ined by comparing corresponding road features to those captured by

igh-resolution satellite imagery. The center-to-center distance of the

ane markings are 12.7 m with each of the lanes measuring 3.4 m wide.

Traffic analysis applications require a small image frame. Traffic flow

s concentrated along a narrow vertical section of the video whereas the

idth should produce a suitable aspect ratio together with an accurate

stimation speed over the limited distance. Additionally, the propor-

ional area of the image frame occupied by the vehicles is proportion-

lly larger, benefitting the prediction and refinement of bounding boxes.

his configuration is beneficial for the YOLO network, which more

losely resembles the input distribution of the COCO training dataset.

he YOLOv4-tiny neural network architecture was selected for. The tiny

ersion of the YOLOv4 [28] neural network is a smaller version of the

riginal network, comparable to that of the original YOLO implementa-

ion [35] . The reduced capacity and corresponding computational com-
4 
lexity improve inference performance by more than 400% compared

o the larger network implementation with a negligible accuracy loss in

ractice (38.1 and 64.9% mAP for YOLOv4 and YOLOv4-tiny). 

Fig. 6 illustrates the OpenDataCam GUI (graphical user interface).

he interactive display allows the user to either draw, save or load line

ounters ( Fig. 6 , top). The total vehicle count is illustrated for every

ine counter. The individual class statistics are also accessible for each

f the line counters on the dashboard. These statistics were downloaded

n CSV format for further analysis ( Fig. 6 , bottom). Three parallel line

ounters were added perpendicular to the flow direction of the traffic.

hese line counters were used to both determine the count accuracy as a

unction of the location on the image frame and to estimate the velocity

f the vehicles. Every object classification instance is assigned a unique

D that is stored alongside the frame number when the object intersects

ne of the line counters. With a centre-to-centre distance between the

ines of approximately 13.5 m, the difference in the number of frames

 corresponding to a known time difference – can be used to determine
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Fig. 6. Line counter configuration (top) and real-time data dashboard (bottom) for different object classes. 
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he speed of every tracked object. The OpenDataCam line counter con-

guration file is available from the linked data repository [41] . 

.3. Data processing 

With the counter lines defined, the “Start processing ” button is

ressed to initiate processing of the specified video file stored on the

omputer. The bounding boxes are illustrated for the detected objects in

eal-time during playback of the video together with the class and con-

dence score of every instance. The line count information was down-

oaded as an aggregated CSV file following the successful processing of

he video file. Python was the programming language of choice to pro-
 f  

5 
ess the data. The Python source code and CSV files are available from

he corresponding data repository [41] . The CSV file contains the frame

umber when an object (with its corresponding unique ID) crossed a

pecific line counter. The vehicle velocity could be determined provided

hat the same unique object crossed at least two of the three lines. The

umulative number of objects detected for each class can be compared

o the ground truth as a measure of accuracy of the neural network. Fur-

hermore, the data generated by OpenDataCam is stored in a MongoDB

atabase on the local machine. The MongoDB Python package features

 full API interface with the ability to view any of the databases (video

les), including those of active tasks being processed such as a live video

eed. This implementation of extracting real-time vehicle counts was
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Table 1 

Summary of vehicle counts for all line counters and the ground truth. 

Vehicle class Line counter 1 Line counter 2 Line counter 3 Average line counter Ground truth 

Car 461 (73%) 437 (72%) 408 (71%) 435 (72%) 455 (75%) 

Truck 167 (27%) 161 (27%) 165 (29%) 164 (27%) 134 (23%) 

Motorbike 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 4 (1%) 

Pedestrian 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 

Total 628 (100%) 599 (100%) 573 (100%) 600 (100%) 594 (100%) 

Fig. 7. Comparison between aggregated inference results obtained by line counter 2 from OpenDataCam (ODC) and the corresponding ground truth. 
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uccessfully demonstrated, marking the inception of a digital twin for

his section of freeway. 

. Results and discussion 

.1. Line counter statistics 

Table 1 summarises the class counts as derived by OpenDataCam,

longside the ground truth data, for the settings specified in Section 4.2 .

hese settings strike a balance between both undercounting due to sub-

ptimal video quality and over counting, where false positives are more

umerous if the thresholds are set too low. On average, the line coun-

ers undercounted cars by 4.4% and the trucks were overcounted by

2.4% respectively. However, if all the detected objects are consid-

red as a single aggregated value, thereby effectively eliminating the

ias of the training, the average line counter overestimates the num-

er of objects detected by only 1%. There exists some measure of vari-

tion among the line counters. Line counter 2 provided the most ac-

urate counting data, with line counters 1 and 3 on either side over-

nd underestimating the total number of objects detected by 5.7%

nd 3.5% respectively. These results could be attributed to the varia-

ion of the relative viewing angles and apparent size of the vehicles

ith respect to the camera producing slight variations in the object

etection accuracy. The line counters performed poorly in detecting

assing motorcycles and a walking pedestrian. This is likely due to

he small relative size reducing the inference accuracy. Reducing the
6 
inimum threshold produced more favourable results for these two

lasses at the expense of significantly overestimating the number of

ehicles. 

.2. Cumulative vehicle traffic 

Fig. 7 illustrates the cumulative traffic over time graphically for both

he OpenDataCam (left) implementation (line counter 2) and the ground

ruth (right). The traffic density of the freeway is approximated as the

verage gradient of the traffic count-time curve, divided by the total

umber of lanes, which is equal to approximately 479 vehicles-per-hour

er-lane. This comparison illustrates subtle similarities, most notably for

igh-frequency events occurring over short periods, where the arrival of

ehicles is highly stochastic. 

.3. Vehicle speed 

Fig. 8 illustrates the approximated speed of every valid object pair

the same object identification number of a vehicle detected by two con-

ecutive line counters). The speed is determined by dividing the fixed

istance (13.5 m) between the counter lines by the time difference when

he object was identified by the respective counter lines. The average

ehicle speed as determined by OpenDataCam’s results was 91 km/h

ith a standard deviation of 15 km/h ( Fig. 8 ). The average speed of

he trucks (90 km/h) was nearly equal to that of the cars (91 km/h).
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Fig. 8. Approximated velocity for every valid vehicle detected by OpenDataCam as a function of time. 
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d  

h  
he resolution of the speed calculation is limited by the short separa-

ion distance of the line counters and the frame rate of the video. Using

 higher video framerate or increasing the distance between the succes-

ive line counters will increase the resolution and resulting accuracy of

he speed measurements. The relationship between the average vehicles

peeds and environmental parameters are of particular value; the stiff-

ess and resulting stress distribution throughout the granular layers of

he pavement structure is particularly sensitive to both the air temper-

ture and the loading characteristics (static slow-moving or dynamic)

mposed by the vehicles. 

.4. General observations 

Fig. 9 illustrates a sample of the neural network processing the video

le in real-time. Performance of the YOLOv4-tiny neural network varies

etween 20 and 28 fps for a video resolution of 1220 × 560 px. A

ummary of observations and edge cases are summarised: 

• The truck ferrying vehicles ( Fig. 9 , top-right) was correctly identified

as a truck, but with only two out of the six vehicles detected at all; 
• A flat-bed truck towing a trailer was identified as two independent

trucks ( Fig. 9 , bottom-right); 
• A truck carrying what appears to be petroleum products was incor-

rectly identified as two independent, superimposed trucks ( Fig. 9 ,

bottom-left); 
• Minibus taxis were identified as either a truck or car with approxi-

mately an equal distribution; 
• Tarps were used by a few truck operators to cover cargo. The trucks

were subsequently mislabelled, with one classified as a “boat ” and

another a “bench ”, and 
• A transgressing pedestrian walking illegally along the median was

not detected due to the pedestrian’s relatively small size. 

The limitation of only two vehicle classes provides limited granu-

arity considering the variety of vehicles observed over the short time

pan. This could be easily addressed with the introduction of transfer

earning, whereby the network continues training from its current state

sing more domain specific data and a larger variety of customized class
7 
abels. The adverse effect of noise and low video resolution on the net-

ork’s performance could also be improved using Super-Resolution Con-

olutional Neural Networks (SRCNN) [36] , for example, waifu2x [37] .

he Highway Capacity Manual (HCM), produced by the Transportation

esearch Board [38] , defines the level of service (LOS). LOS defines the

ualitative ranking of the traffic operational performance and capac-

ty utilization (congestion) for a variety of transportation facilities [23] .

ased on a visual assessment, a LOS B was realized during the period

f data acquisition, with vehicle speeds at or near free-flow speeds ob-

erved. This observation is also reflected in Fig. 8 . The actual LOS is not

alculated owing to a lack of information concerning peak traffic flow

nd the free flow speed (FFS) and falls outside the scope of demonstrat-

ng the proof of concept. 

.5. Future improvements and research 

In the South African context, minibus taxis and busses represent

he primary mode of transportation. Transfer learning can easily ad-

ress the existing shortcomings of the demonstrated YOLOv4 and COCO

ataset implementation to identify and track these specific classes of ve-

icles with increased accuracy and granularity. Tethered drones sport-

ng superior optical zoom capabilities, whilst significantly more costly,

ould serve as cost-effective observation platforms where existing in-

rastructure and internet services are more limited in certain areas.

he application of OpenDataCam’s framework is not restricted to only

raffic applications. Additional transportation applications include the

otential of improving passenger safety on train platforms [39] and

he protection of infrastructure from theft and vandalism. For agricul-

ural applications [40] , counting and classification of individual fruits

n automated packhouses could be accomplished at a significantly re-

uced cost compared to existing, high-end computer vision solutions

vailable. 

.6. Limitations 

The media utilized for the proof of concept only spans a small win-

ow of time subject to ideal weather conditions. Note that only the ve-

icles closest to the camera (travelling East to West) were considered
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Fig. 9. A collection of real-time inference from the OpenDataCam browser-based interface. 
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s the obstructions (natural vegetation, barriers and lighting masts) re-

ulted in limited detection accuracy of the traffic in the opposing travel

irection. Whilst the location under discussion is not prone to fog or

rolonged periods of rain or snow, these climatic effects would have

o be considered for implementation on a national scale. Cameras de-

igned for video conferencing (web cameras) are ideally positioned as

 low-cost solution during daylight hours when most vehicles are trav-

lling along the freeway. With freight and cargo transported during the

venings, more sophisticated optical sensors would have to be consid-

red, for example, infrared capabilities. To address shadows associated

ith the movement of the sun, transfer learning could prove as an in-

aluable method to improve the overall accuracy and robustness of the

eural network should this natural phenomena adversely affect the per-

ormance. 

. Conclusions 

Digital twins, IoT, Civiltronics and mini edge computing are rapidly

iverting traditional engineering investigation, analysis and design

ethodologies to a cyber-physical format. This proof of concept demon-

trated the successful implementation of a real-time neural network de-

loyed on mini edge hardware, designed to detect and track vehicles in

eal-time for the purpose of improved traffic analysis. Accurate detec-

ion and classification of vehicles (cars, trucks) illustrated the high level

f detail and fidelity provided by the implementation. The integration

f line counters included within the OpenDataCam software framework

as able to accurately count and classify vehicles, with accuracies of 5%

ealized for vehicle classification. Detection of motorcycles and pedes-

rians were less than optimal, although easily resolved using improved

ideo. Considering the suboptimal video quality and resolution and sta-

ility of the UAV, the distribution of vehicle speeds could be accurately

uantified. The benefits of implementing low-cost hardware were high-

ighted alongside the potential to duplicate the functionality at scale

ithout the bandwidth requirements traditionally associated with large-

cale video camera networks. Development of a permanent monitoring

tation is underway for long-term traffic monitoring applications at the

ngineering 4.0 campus. 
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